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The future
is green

These products are already available with the 
green MDI-free cast resin

Universal box HD
Branch off and connection box with 
12 membrane cable glands
Item no. 268173

M11 V HD
Connection joint with connectors -
the classic for connecting all types 
of cable        Item no. 268139

Y00 HD
Branch off joint also for retro-
spective installations
Item no. 268135

MRO 2 V
Connection joint with crimping con-
nectors, for horizontal and ver-tical 
potting     Item no. 268150

Y00 V HD
Branch off joint with connectors, 
also for retrospective installation
Item no. 268136

MZ00
Connection joint particularly suitable 
for the communications sector
Item no. 268174

M11 HD
Connection joint – the classic for 
connecting all types of cable
Item no. 268137

HD 143ml
MDI-free cast resin in a pract. twin 
compartment mixing bag
Item no. 268309

HD 286ml
MDI-free cast resin in a pract. twin 
compartment mixing bag
Item no. 268311

Should you have any questions regarding the new pro-
ducts or any special packaging requirements please give us 
a call or send us an email. We will contact you immediately.               
Telefon: 07741 60070 E-Mail: electrical.products@cellpack.com
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Our new generation cast resin is not only green but also MDI-free
And even exceeds all of the performance characteristics of conventional MDI casting compounds

The Greek philosopher Heraklit 
knew back then that “everything 
is moving” And this still is appli-
cable today, in particular on our 
global markets. 
Just like the chemical substances, 
the regulations are constantly 
changing, requiring alignment 
with the conditions of a market 
that is also undergoing change. As 
a result of such legal changes, ob-
ligations to amend labelling have 
been stipulated and these come 
into effect on the 01.12.2010.
This will have an impact on all 
MDI cast resin products, in such a 
way that they can only be sold to 
private end users by specially trai-
ned sales personnel and must be 
kept locked away in DIY stores in 
the same way as herbicides and 
similar products. It is not neces-
sary to stress that the DIY sector 
will find it very hard to sell under 
these conditions. However, it was 
not only due to economic consi-
derations but also with an aware-
ness of our responsibility for peo-
ple and the environment that we 
came to develop a new cast resin 
that is free of Methylene Diphe-
nyl Diisocyanate (MDI).

u  No R40 labelling

u  No concerns regarding carcinogenic effects

u  Self-service not prohibited

u  No sales training required

u  No Xn labelling

Cellpack HD cast resin complies with the DIN 
VDE 0291-T2 standard for heavy current casting 
compounds and has been tested in accordance 
with the energy supplier standard (ground joint 
test, DIN EN50393).

It is therefore 
no longer subject to 
concerns regarding carcinogenic
substances as well as the special 
labelling and sales regulations 
that apply to this area; instead it 
can be presented in the normal 
way on the shelf with the electri-
cal items.
The new green cast resin con-
tains all of the positive characte-
ristics of its black predecessor and 
is universally suitable for casting 
all connection joints and the uni-
versal box. It permanently seals 
electrical connections under- and 
above ground and underwater, 
protects them against corrosion 
and attack by small animals.
Cellpack developed the MDI-free 
cast resin, with foresight, 8 years 
ago, although it was never pro-
duced. At that time there were 
inquiries from industry but the 
switch was never made for admi-
nistrative reasons. However, with 
the new regulations the Euro-
pean legislation has given us the 
opportunity, through the new 
regulations, to play your and our 
trump card. The future is green 
and it is called HD.


